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ABSTRACT
The concepts of integration and modularity refer to the degree of covariation between the components
of a biological structure. Components that covariate strongly, but are relatively independent of other
modules, are called morphological modules. Morphological integration is understood as the
coordinated morphological variation of these components as a functional unit. In mandible case, four
modules have been defined based on their differential embryonic origin: alveolar, basal body,
coronoid and condylar. The aim was to test these four modular mandible bases using geometric
morphometric techniques. The hypothesis of modularity of mandibular development, based on
differential embryonic origins, was tested using digital pictures of hemimandibles in lateral form from
26 Araucan horses for those modules. Subsequently, the level of morphological integration between
the modules defined above was evaluated using eight landmarks and 65 semi-landmarks, through an
analysis of paired blocks of least squares. The divisions between those units presented a modular
foundation and the respective level of morphological integration between all considered units. The
results of our modular and integrative analysis can be very useful for the comparative study of
adaptive processes of other equine breeds.
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Introduction

Modularity is an important organizational principle in biological
systems, manifesting itself at a morphological level (Klingen-
berg 2014). A module has been defined as a unit within
which there is a high integration of many or strong interactions
but relatively independent of other such units (Klingenberg
2014). Depending on the problem of study and the level of
organization studied, the nature of the interactions may vary,
which may be genetic, developmental and/or functional
(Segura et al. 2020). From a morphometric perspective, these
interactions are manifested as a strong covariation of the com-
ponents or parts within a module, and a weak covariation
between modules (Curth et al. 2017; Heck et al. 2018; Romaniuk
2018)

Integration refers to the level of cohesion between different
structures due to the interactions between the various biologi-
cal processes that generate the phenotype under study (Klin-
genberg 2009). Morphological integration is usually inferred
from the study of covariation between multiple traits
(Püschel 2014). Therefore, morphological integration usually
describes how one structure is linked to another due to
various processes (e.g. common developmental cascades; coor-
dinated biomechanical functions; pleiotropies) and/or how two
structures vary in coordination (Klingenberg 2009; Bertossa
2011). In any case, both concepts refer to the degree of covar-
iation between the components of a unit: on the one hand,
modularity refers to the relative independence of certain

structures, while morphological integration concerns how
these units collide with each other (Klingenberg 2009;
Goswami and Polly 2010), so both concepts are related on
how the different traits of an organism are correlated.

The mandible is an odd bone, medium and symmetrical,
which articulates to the temporal bone, the only mobile bone
of the head (Barone 2000). The study of the morphology and
morphometry of the mandibles is important since it supports
most of the structures of the base of the mouth so that it
could present differences according to different alimentary
adaptations (Barone 1999). Despite the growing interest in
morphological integration between the different regions of
the mandible, the reliability of other modules, defined on func-
tional criteria and/or differential embryonic origins, has not
been tested. Moreover, although integration and modularity
are studied with morphological data, combining multivariate
statistical methods and morphometry, it is interesting to test
the hypothesis of integration and modularity of development
in animal breeds to contrast different types of development.

Geometric morphometrics (GM) is the study of form covaria-
tion with underlying geometric factors, and it is used to deter-
mine the ‘shape’ of an individual or structure using discrete and
well-defined points in the space (landmarks) (Adams et al.
2013). This type of analysis is not affected by the size of the indi-
vidual and by its rotation or scale, so the shape of the object
under study is not described in terms of its dimensions but of
the spatial relationship between its parts. This is a fundamental
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difference from traditional morphometrics (TM), which rep-
resents the ‘total form"(Richtsmeier et al. 2002). In recent
times, GM has gained particular importance, mainly due to
the interest of researchers in answering complex questions,
which relate morphological variation with functional, develop-
mental or evolutionary norms, among others. GM studies the
changes in the displacement in the plane (2D) or space (3D)
of the landmarks used to describe the object, thus preserving
geometric information. This is a significant advantage for TM,
since graphical reconstruction is possible of the morphological
change between the cases analyzed from the visualization of
the displacements of the landmarks (Toro et al. 2010).

Methods based on landmarks analyze morphological
changes based on the relative positions of a set of homologous
morphometric points (landmarks (points that are present in all
individuals in the sample and that correspond in their location,
presenting a morphological or functional equivalence). The
incorporation of semi-landmarks allows us to include infor-
mation about curvatures and surfaces using anatomical
points. These are arbitrary points distributed along a defined
outline between two landmarks. Thus, the GM using semi-land-
marks allows representing statistical results as a more real form
(and their variations).

The application of GM is very appropriate for studying the
phenomena of modularity and morphological integration.
These methods show high flexibility, statistical power, and
well-developed and coherent mathematical foundations. The
combined geometry and multivariate statistical methods
ensured a complete and non-redundant characterization of
the forms under study, therefore, an adequate representation
of the morphologies of interest, allowing this way is the quan-
titative and multivariate analysis of the phenomena of morpho-
logical integration and modularity in mandibles. The study of
the morphology and morphometry of the mandibles is impor-
tant since it supports most of the structures of the base of the
mouth, so it could present differences according to different ali-
mentary adaptations (Barone 2000).

Araucan horse is adapted to the adverse climatic conditions
of the savannah region, and it has not been subjected to any
artificial selection process in the environment where it lives. It

is an animal of small body size (Figure 1) and resistant to travel-
ling long distances in drought and flood conditions (Salamanca
et al. 2016, 2017). It is used for the management of extensive
livestock, for transportation and as a work animal (Salamanca-
Carreño et al. 2020). Morphological reports on the Araucan
horse are available. Biometric studies have shown that the
Araucan horse has uniformity in its body measurements as a
dolichocephalic and fast-type animal (Salamanca et al. 2017;
Salamanca-Carreño et al. 2020). The study of the Araucan
horse breed is justified because it offers information on a
breed adapted to environmental conditions of flooded savan-
nah, so with natural adaptive and evolutionary traits, which
must be known. Similarly, the breed represents a genetic and
cultural heritage that must be studied. In no case, we intend
to compare with other breeds.

The present research aimed to test a four modular basis in
mandibles using GM techniques. Subsequently, an evaluation
of the morphological integration between the different
modules defined above was carried out. In this sense, the ques-
tion that followed this research was to describe the level of mor-
phological integration between four mandibular modules
(condylar, coronoid, alveolar and basal). In the present work,
we use GM using landmarks and semi-landmarks, considering
that the latter can help define themandibular curvilinear contour.

Materials and methods

Sample

We obtained lateral digital records of mandibles from different
Araucan horses (Equus caballus L.). Bones were collected from
different areas of the Araucan floodplain, eastern Colombia.
The final sample consisted of 27 hemi-mandibles, because of
the difficulty of collecting bones in the Araucan plains. Mand-
ibles belong to adult animals as they have all their molar
series erupted. Lateral plane photographs of the hemi-mand-
ible (right or left side) were taken with a Nikon P530 42X
Optical Zoom camera®. Mandibles were aligned to a measure-
ment pattern. The camera was placed in a parallel position to
the lateral mandibular face. In order not to have distortions
or deformations associated with alignment problems of the
specimens, all the recommendations were described in Zel-
ditch et al. (2004). These photographic documents are currently
kept in the digital collection of the Facultad de Medicina Veter-
inaria y Zootecnia, Universidad Cooperativa de Colombia, Arauca,
Colombia.

The inclusion criteria were considered according to Püschel
(2014):

a Samples that present sufficient conservation of mandibular
morphological relationships.

b Samples that present adequate integrity of the morpho-
logical structures that define the homologous anatomical
landmarks in the lateral norm.

The exclusion criteria were

a Those samples that contradict any of the inclusion criteria,
such as foals, with a solution of continuity in any of their
anatomical structures, or fragmented.

Figure 1. Araucan horses represent a breed that is adapted to the harsh environ-
mental conditions of flooded savanna in eastern Colombia.
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b Photographs of low sharpness to distinguish homologous
landmarks or radiographic images with obvious distortions
due to the enlargement or deformation.

c Individuals who show signs of having been deformed.
d Age and sex data since most of the mandibles were col-

lected in the field and unknown information. The decision
was made by all authors.

Only a specimen was excluded due to an extensive bone
fracture, bringing the final sample size to 26 hemi-mandibles
corresponding to 26 animals.

Processing of the primary data

Morphometric data were collected as 2D coordinates of hom-
ologous anatomical landmarks using the tpsDig v. 1.40
program (Rohlf 2015). In each mandible, eight anatomical dis-
crete landmarks were digitized (Figure 2), and a set of four
groups of 65 semi-landmarks was established considering the
following units: condylar (25 semi-landmarks), coronoid (17
semi-landmarks), alveolar (8 semi-landmarks) and basal body
(15 semi-landmarks) (Figure 3).

We eliminated differences due to rotation, translation and
scale through a Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) (Mitter-
oecker and Gunz 2009). The size of the centroid was used as
a size estimator. For semi-landmarks, since their location
between the landmarks is arbitrary (they are deficient in a coor-
dinate), they are slipped iteratively on the line tangent to the
curve to minimize the difference between the configurations
and the average shape and thus achieve optimal alignment
along the contour (optimizes spacing between semi-landmarks
along the curve in relation to the average way to reduce vari-
ations due to spacing arbitrary) (Rohlf 2010). By this process,
the semi-landmarks acquire a geometric correspondence
(they become homologous);therefore, it is possible to treat
them as typical landmarks (Rohlf 2010). This procedure was
done using the ‘append tps curve to landmarks’ option of the
tpsUtil v. 1.70 software (Rohlf 2015). Geometric and statistical
morphometric analyses were carried out using the MorphoJ
v. 1.07a software (Klingenberg 2011).

Coefficient RV

To evaluate a modularity hypothesis, the partition of the hom-
ologous landmark configuration into two sub-sets that corre-
sponded to the hypothetical modules (body and branch) was
specified. Subsequently, the strength of the covariation
between the modules was compared against several possible
alternative partitions with the same number of homologous
landmarks as the hypothetical modules by calculating the RV
coefficient. This coefficient can be considered a multivariate
analogue of a correlation and was calculated between the
hypothetical modules and between the set of alternative par-
titions, generating a distribution of values.

Partial least squares

The partial Least Squares (PLS) method is used to study the pat-
terns of covariation between two or more sets of variables. Its
usefulness in geometric morphometry lies in the fact that at
least one of these two or more sets of variables contain com-
ponents of the form. Therefore, PLS can be used to relate
these form components to other types of data such as exper-
imental conditions, ecological information, or other shape vari-
ables. Two-block PLS analysis is based on the single value
decomposition method of the covariance matrix between the
two sets of variables. This analysis finds correlated pairs of
linear combinations (singular vectors) between two sets (or
blocks) of variables, which account for the greatest possible
covariation between the two blocks of original variables. The
aim is to maximize the representation in a few dimensions of
the covariance structure between sets of variables (or blocks).

Results

Modularity hypothesis

The modularity of the mandible was analyzed based on four
developmental modules (condylar, coronoid, alveolar and
basal body) using the RV coefficient. The distribution of the
RV coefficients shows that the a priori hypothesis is at the left
end of the distribution curve, with the partition with the
lowest RV coefficient (RV = 0.521789) (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Map of homologous landmarks (eight) used on lateral hemi-
mandible. 1. Mental foramen; 2. Rostral border of second premolar alveolus;
3. Caudal border of molar series; 4. Coronoid process; 5. Mandibular notch; 6. Man-
dibular condyle; 7. Mandibular angle; 8. Orthogonal projection of landmark 2
onto mandibular body ventral edge.

Figure 3. Modules considered: alveolar (A), basal body (B), coronoid (C) and con-
dylar (D).
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Of a 1,000 alternative partitions to which the RV coefficient
was calculated, none has an RV coefficient lower than the one
hypothesized in advance. The analysis presented here is good
evidence to support the modular organization by differential
developmental origins. The result presented here shows a cor-
respondence between the modules defined in advance and
those defined as the alternative partitions of lower covariation,
which is enough evidence to support the modular division
based on differentiated developmental origins.

Partial least squares

The results of the PLS analysis showed a highly significant RV
value (p < 0.05), indicating that there is a high integration
between different portions of the mandible.

Discussion

Morphological integration of the mandible parts of the Araucan
horse was detected due to their spatially close location. In
recent years, morphological modularity studies have been
developed in several species of mammals (including humans)
(Veneziano et al. 2018). However, there are a few studies for
animal breeds (Parés-Casanova 2014; Parés-Casanova and
Cabello 2020), so this is the first research of morphological inte-
gration of the mandible in a locally adapted breed, the Araucan
horse.

The different parts of the mandible form a functional unit
that is mutually docked. Each of the modules forms a functional
unit influenced by a functional matrix acting on the whole bone
(Barone, 2000). How these processes of gene-environmental
interaction occur predominantly determines the observable
mandibular morphological variation.

Within the craniofacial growth, that mandible is the last to
start and is also the last to finish completing, at least among
humans (Thilander 1995). The mandible bone is within the cra-
niofacial complex, the bone with the greatest growth potential
after birth (Mizoguchi et al. 2013). The mandible is a bone
whose origin is very different from the rest of the components

of the craniofacial complex. It is a mainly membranous bone
structure where the development of the condyle responds to
the need for adaptation to the environmental changes that
can be generated. After birth, only endochondral growth
occurs at the level of the articular surface of the condyle, so
the pressure to which the mandible is subjected during its func-
tion generates a chondrogenic rather than osteogenic
response. But based on the evidence presented here, it is feas-
ible to argue that most of the components of the mandible are
integrated between them.

Changes in modularity and integration alter the evolution-
ary limitations of a lineage, and some phenotypes will not be
accessible if modularity skews the directions of response to
selection. It has been pointed out that changes in modularity
and integration will alter the evolutionary limitations of a
lineage, and some phenotypes will not be accessible if modu-
larity skews the directions of response to selection. Therefore,
the integration and modularity of evolutionary changes in mor-
phometric traits must be quantified to understand how the
forms of organisms evolve (Klingenberg 2005).

Strong morphological integration between units could lead
to more conservative mandibles (e.g. a high degree of morpho-
logical change as a whole) and reduced use of resources, while
a weak morphological integration between units (e.g. high
modularity) could transmit more different regional morpho-
logical changes, allowing a great diversification (Vizcaíno
et al. 2016). When a complex structure meets these modularity
requirements, adaptive analysis can be done based on various
levels of organization (Dressino and Lamas 2010). The present
work could test the hypothesis of modularity quantitatively.
The degree of modularity on the mandibles of the Araucan
horse allows us to infer a diversification in them. In this way,
it was evident that all four modules exist but behave relatively
dependently. As there are no similar works from other breeds, it
is difficult to study breed differences, but our results can be
used as a reference for this comparative future research.

In conclusion, detected morphological integration of the
Araucan horse mandible parts seemed to indicate that mandib-
ular functions affect them as a whole. But according to the

Figure 4. Histogram of the distribution of the 1000 RV coefficients calculated from randomly generated modules and with the same number of homologous milestones
as the modules hypothesized a priori. The arrow indicates the value of the RV coefficient calculated for the proposed modules. The a priori hypothesis is at the left end
of the distribution curve, with the partition with the lowest RV coefficient (RV = 0.521789).
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objectives of this study, we cannot elucidate the modular onto-
genetic sequence during the mandibular conformation.
Anyway, this followed modular and integrative approach
could be used as a tool for analyzing adaptive processes for
the study of other horse breeds, so our obtained results can
be used as a reference for these future comparative research.
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